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CONTENIDOS
MODULE 1: (Unit 1)
 Grammar and functions
- The verb To be. Subject pronouns. Possessive adjectives
-

Introducing yourself.
Greeting someone.
Asking for information
Writing a paragraph about you

 Vocabulary
Days of the week, numbers 0-100, greetings, the world, classroom language.1

MODULE 2: (Unit 2)
-

 Grammar and functions.
A/an . singular and plural nouns. Adjectives. Imperatives, let’s.

-

Describing your desk.
Describing a famous person.
Writing a description about a famous person.
Saying how you feel.
Giving orders and instructions. Making suggestions.
Asking about a problem.

 Vocabulary
Things. Prepositions: in, on, under. Colours. Adjectives. Modifiers: quite, very, really. Feelings.

MODULE 3: (Unit 3)
-

 Grammar and functions.
Present simple (all forms) . Word order in questions.

-

Describing your daily routine.
Asking questions about routines and other activities.
Ordering food and drinks.
Writing a profile about yourself.
Write a paragraph about your daily routine.

 Vocabulary
Verb phrases. Jobs. Question words.
MODULE 4: (Unit 4)
 Grammar and functions
Whose…?, possessive ´s. prepositions of time (at, in, on) and place (at, in, to). Position of adverbs
and expressions of frequency.
-

Describing your family.
Interviewing a partner about a typical weekday.
Writing a magazine article about your favourite day.

 Vocabulary
Family. Everyday activities. Adverbs and expressions of frequency. Months.

MODULE 5: (Unit 5 and 8B)
 Grammar and functions
Can/ can’t. There is/ there are - some/ any + plural nouns. . Present continuous. Present simple or
present continuous?
-

Talking about abilities.
Asking for permission. Giving permission to do something.
Asking and answering questions about your home.
Writing a description of your home.
Talking about what you are doing now.
Writing a facebook post to say what you are doing on holiday.
Buying clothes.

 Vocabulary
Verb phrases: buy a newspaper, etc. The weather and seasons. The house. Preposition: place and
movement.
MODULE 6: (unit 6 A and B )
 Grammar and functions
Object pronouns: me, you, him, etc. Like + (verb- ing). Expressing your likes and dislikes.
-

Asking about someone else’s preferences.
Writing an article called “My favourite times”.
Giving opinions and responding.
Writing an informal email.


Vocabulary

Phone language. The date. Ordinal numbers
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